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 Yup.  Once again I’m here -- downstairs in my basement -- typing out yet another puzzle on my 
nearly 15-year-old iMac.  Today is the twenty-fifth of  May, and this is actually the last puzzle that I need 
to complete for this hunt -- everything else is already done and waiting for Stratton to start test-solving 
it!  (Deusovi’s already had his crack at it -- I’ve had him bash away and try to break each puzzle just as 
soon as it was finished . . . and sometimes even sooner, as there were a couple times where I had him vet 
an idea while it was still in its formative stages!)
 And everything else being finished means that I can now finally see this entire hunt as one big, 
contiguous, interconnected effort!  (And I’m excited for all of  you to finally see what I’ve been working 
on over these past several months, too!)  I’ll confess it was quite a “heart in the throat” moment when I 
decided to try and go ahead and launch this hunt a whole year early.  I had the idea last December, at 
the end of  an eventful week of  puzzle-writing.  I had just finished writing the last Truzzle Hunt puzzle, 
but then I had also gone and feverishly turned out not just a meta puzzle for another hunt, but also a 
couple of  feeder puzzles to go with it!  Testsolving followed almost immediately, and I became worried 
that, given the pace I was sustaining, I might actually finish the 2023 hunt before the 2022 hunt launched!
 One week later, while walking the dog, an unnerving idea crossed my brain.  What if  I did 
something completely imbecilic and scheduled this new, nascent hunt right after the 2022 Truzzle Hunt?!   
The question that immediately followed, however, was . . . “But what happens if  I run out of  good ideas?”
 This was not a trivial question.  I had never scheduled or publicized a hunt until it was actually done.   
Now I’d have to keep writing like gangbusters (twenty-two more puzzles in under seven months while 
still making sure both of  my testsolvers would have time to do their jobs, too) . . . but that wasn’t even 
the biggest concern!  I needed puzzles, sure . . . but I DIDN’T HAVE ANY PUZZLE IDEAS!!!  
My skill at coming up with ideas had been pretty reliable so far.  But every time I finish a new puzzle?  
I’m out of  ideas again!  Creating new puzzles first requires new epiphanies -- could I do that on a deadline?
 Writing masses of  suitable puzzles is always a challenge.  I don’t want solvers to get frustrated 
fighting through hacky, opaque, frustrating rounds of  “Guess What I’m Thinking” . . . so what do I do 
to help enhance the odds that solvers will actually possess the powers they’ll need to be successful?  It’s 
tricky.  Sometimes there’s a nice binary, dichotomous, effortless choice; but other times it’s more like 
trying to single out the least-objectionable shade of  grey.  “Should I hint this step with flavortext?  Embed a 
somewhat esoteric hint directly in the puzzle somehow?  Should I just explicitly give it to them?!  Or hope they’ll grok the 
path on their own?”  Everything’s a balancing act.  All I can do is choose as judiciously as my current skill 
level allows -- listen raptly to all of  the directions my testsolvers give me --  and then hope for the best!
 (All that being said?  Thank you for participating in this hunt, and I hope you enjoy the ride!)
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 Note:  The underlining, bolding, and italics are 
just expressive . . . not part of the solve!


